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(Tycoon Tiger MegaYacht Club)

A limited edition of 10,000 different 
tiger characters that combines 200 
characteristics from hip-hop style 
to cyborg style with metadata.



Bored Ape Yacht Club (BAYC)
In August 2021, 10,000 ape characters were released on the 
OPENSEA market. The purchase price  of each apes was 0.08 ETH, 
and 10,000 species were sold out in a week. Some of the buyers 
were  celebrities, They applied their characters to their cherished 
items to carry out marketing and  secondary sales. As a result, in 
about 5 months, the average price of each NFT has nearly 1200  
times to 98 ETH, with one NFT sold for $2.3 million at auction.

The people who developed it are all anonymous, and although 
it's a toy-like project started to earn money borrowed from their 
parents and their living expenses, now a project created by 
teenagers or 20s is valued at around $6 billion. They also started 
selling 20,000 mutant apes for their secondary project MAYC, 
currently priced at an average of 20 ETH. Recently, they started a 
character game business in partnership with a game company, 
and their popularity is skyrocketing. The game they made is a 
pixel-based arcade (1980s arcade) game. They also plan to issue 
tokens, and are counting down to listings on major exchanges. 
With half a million communities following them.



What is different about

TTMC issues 10,000 kinds of limited edition NFTs, and the benefits of being a club member are  the same, 
but there are a few things that differentiate it from BAYC. We would like to say that this  is the 

competitiveness of latecomers.

1. TTMC brings tigers as live players to Unreal Engine games. Unreal Engine is a high-quality 3D graphic that is close to reality, 
and is a module that can create the highest level of games in existence. There are few developers who can handle this, and it is
almost a first attempt, especially in the blockchain market. Of course, existing Unreal Engine development game companies are
trying to apply NFT, but they need a lot of thought and time to apply NFT and change all the existing infrastructure. Because
we already have a lot of successful game models. Imagine the tiger character you bought running around, shooting a gun or 
riding a car in a highquality popular game. The value of this will not be comparable to the existing NFT as a general picture.

2. TTMC is preparing a 3D character collection. People who purchase their first 2D character collection are eligible to become 
early adopters of a new collection each month. We provide an opportunity to purchase first at the time of launch. We plan to 
release a new collection every month, which will be our secondary and tertiary character business and revenue model.

3. We have already secured over 100 celebrities around the world, and we plan to start preselling at a premium price. They will do 
marketing through the tiger character, which will contribute to the increase in value.

4. Through online and offline digital NFT exhibitions and events through joint development with StarkMeta, a non-anonymous real 
company, we aim for a real business that provides opportunities for communication and added value between club members.

5. TTMC characters will continue to release large-scale branding models not only in games, but also in animation, figure models, 
fashion brands, and collaborations with companies. In other words, you are given an opportunity to earn money for the 
copyright of your character.



Unreal Multiplayer 
Games
Aside from that, we also develop a variety of Unreal 
multiplayer games. In the game, you can
control the tiger character, acquire new rare NFTs 
through various missions such as battles and
tournaments, or enjoy P2E games. The acquired 
NFT assets can be sold on the market at any time
to create added value.



About                Game Studio
The perfect collaboration between Unreal Engine games and NFTs! Infinite possibilities! Amazing graphics! Existing 

best game platform, Unreal Engine-based game meets NFT. Now experience true P2E that guarantees fun and 
profit at the same time!

We are indie developers with over 10 years of experience developing games powered by Unreal  Engine. We've seen a lot of indie 
developers stop developing their games because they don't get  funding even though they have amazing games. Now we want to 

bring all the amazing games  from around the world together in one place to share with the community and give you unlimited  
game monetization opportunities.

Our team is made up of remote indie developers from all over the world, and about 100 are  currently participating, with more like-
minded developers participating.

We also have a small team of blockchain senior freelance developers integrating NFT and  blockchain technology into all our 
games. Indie developers looking to join the team can get  strong support.

We breathe with the community and we share everything together. Our main goal is to get 1  million members. We will continue to 
share delicious food with 1 million members.



Masternode (ecosystem ruler)

Ecosystem rulers cooperate with the 
StarkMeta metaverse ecosystem, and 
they are the top pioneers who share 

fee  revenue. Masternodes are limited 
to 500 and have certain  qualifications.

Amazing Partnership Support

Showroom, animation, and 
launch page support

Free marketing through 1 million 
community

The right to jointly operate the 
ecosystem



Why was the StarkMeta 
metaverse created?
Over the past 15 years, we have seen the reality of numerous fraudulent 
projects masquerading  as cutting-edge blockchain technology and 
numerous fake or fraudulent projects that only have  game development 
concepts, darkening the blockchain market. Indie developers who make 
great  games often find it difficult to even make a living. However, the 
ingenious idea of scammers has  come to this market to change the ironic 
situation where, despite the incompetence of game  development, they 
make huge sums of money from cheating and hype.

We invite many indie developers from all over the world to one place. It 
was created to serve as a  bridge for their game to come out to the world.



StarkMeta Vision of Metaverse
01 02 03

We create real games 
and provide top-notch 
gaming through user 
experience. 

All games are  
integrated with NFT and 
blockchain. 

It will be born as a 
wonderful P2E game that 
was not in the  world.

We work with countless indie developers to release 
dozens of games each year to different  platforms 
(Windows, XBOX, PS4, Oculus, Vive, etc.).

Numerous popular games will drive their market 
capitalization to tens of billions of dollars over  the 
next three years.

Our vision  is  simple  but very clear.



StarkMeta PROJECT VALUE
The StarkMeta project is a game studio that develops 
an Unreal Engine-based metaverse platform.

Our intrinsic value will be proven by the fact that the 
source technology for high-quality games and 
blockchain, various collaboration business models, 
and the development of various platforms are 
conducted live.

From multiplayer metaverse action games to 
metaverse virtual life commerce versions, AR social, 
VR solutions, and finance, we are in the process of 
comprehensive development that integrates 
metaverse and NFT with various platforms.



Marketing Strategy to Build 1 Million Community

Metaverse NFT game 1 
based on Unreal Engine 

- Infinite Sprinter 3D 
(tentative name)

Unreal Engine-based 
Metaverse NFT Game 2 -

Real Speed Racer 3D 
(tentative name)

Unreal Engine-based 
Metaverse NFT Game 3 -

Tigeria 3D



Unreal Engine-based Metaverse NFT

(tentative name)

May 2022Release Date

Android AppPlatform

Speed Running ActionGenre

1 million downloads within 3 
months of launchGoal

P2E (Play to Earn) NFT game (3% 
SMETA reward applied)Features

https://youtu.be/s1wVqUhPvKg


Fun element of the game
Various means of transportation - You can move at a higher speed 
while playing with skateboards, motorcycles, tigers, etc. 

Various items - There are various boost items such as super shoes that 
can jump high, magnets that can automatically obtain golden coins, 
and super cyan that can destroy obstacles. 

Collecting NFTs - Collect NFTs that are scattered during play or can be 
obtained through high jumps, and you can auction or trade in markets 
such as OPENSEA. (Applied in version 2) 

Police Chasing Players - If your running speed is slowed down or you 
are stalled by obstacles, the police will chase you and catch you. 

Dynamic Cities - Dynamic animated backgrounds and cities created 
with fantastic graphics in Unreal Engine add to the immersion of the 
game. 

The tiger character becomes the player and performs the action. By 
applying the tiger character custom option and fashion costume 
function, you can directly manipulate the tiger of the design you want. 
(Applied in version 2)

https://youtu.be/s1wVqUhPvKg


Competitive Game (Success Stories):

Release Date

May 2012 
(about 10 

years) 

App 
downloads

over 1 
billion 

downloads

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.kiloo.subwaysurf&hl=ko&gl=US


Unreal Engine-based Metaverse NFT

(tentative name)

May 2022Release Date

Android AppRelease 
Platform

Speed Action Racing (100 types of 
supercars full of personality)Genre

1 million downloads within 3 months 
of launchGoal

P2E (Play to Earn) NFT game (3% 
SMETA reward applied)Features



This is a speed action racing 
game where you race through 
the world realized in extreme 

graphics and fight by choosing 
from over 100 supercars. You can 
collect NFTs in the game or obtain 

them  as rewards, and the 
obtained golden coins can be 

exchanged for PARTII tokens at 
any  time. Collect more than 100 
supercar NFTs to create added 

value through auctions or trades 
in  the market.



Unreal Engine-based Metaverse NFT

May 2022Release Date

Android App / WindowsRelease 
Platform

Multiplayer Social CommerceGenre

1 million downloads within 3 months 
of launchGoal

P2E (Play to Earn) NFT game (5% 
SMETA reward applied)Features



Tiger NFT Collection into a live 
metaverse game!

It is possible to manipulate the tiger character in the 
commerce metaverse, which will provide a  complete 
virtual life experience with TTMC applied. We call this 
"Tigeria", and through a multi- social metaverse 
game, users can create tiger avatars, communicate 
with them, visit museums, buy  Picasso NFTs instantly, 
sell their own NFTs, or auctions. We will implement a 
futuristic virtual world where you can bid on and 
enjoy various shopping.



Brand marketing through celebrities and influencers
(You can apply it to a famous celebrity or influencer as their social profile picture 

or to their cherished items.)

Marketing through 1 million social communities

Mass Media Marketing

Copyright Grant to NFT Owners
(NFT owners can draw their own unique tiger on various cherished items, or 

conduct secondary business with exclusive rights to characters such as tattoos, 
figurines, and resale.)

Collaboration with various brand companies NFT and 
product launch

In Unreal Engine-based games and gambling (casino, 
poker, etc.), the tiger character is  applied as a player, 

living and breathing, and added value as a popular live 
NFT will increase.

It will be released as a variety of limited edition NFTs, 
which will increase the  collectible value.

We will provide prizes and rewards such as various 
events and yacht trips for club  members.



We plan to launch various platforms based on Unreal Engine and blockchain. This will not be  limited to 
games, but will range from VR, AR, video social and gambling to financial platforms.  Token rewards are 

provided for 10 years and up to 35% of the total supply of PARTII tokens is applied.

The blueprint for token rewards is as follows:

Gaming 
Platform: 

Up to 10%

Financial 
platform: 
up to 7%

Betting Platform:
Up to 5%

Social and NFT 
Market 

Platforms:
Up to 12%

Airdrops and 
other 

communities:
up to 1%



By integrating Unreal Engine-based 
fantastic graphics, blockchain-based 
NFT, and meta-wallet, we  create an 
ecosystem where all users can enjoy 

live games while earning P2E profits by 
acquiring  NFT assets and coins. NFT 
assets acquired or purchased in the 

game can gain added value  through 
auctions or trades in the market.

METAVERSE – THE NEXT-GEN TECHNOLOGY

True Metaverse
Virtual space exists alongside with the real 

world (Real-life experience, unlimited creation, 
unreal engine)

Content Layer
Android, iOS, windows

Infrastructure Layer
Hardware Industry, Technologies(for builders), 

Blockchain (creating a sharing ecosystem)

Foundation Layer
Web 3.0 internet



Spring 2022

Summer 2022
Unreal Metaverse Game Alpha 
Released  Unreal Metaverse 
Game Exclusive Released  
Unreal NFT Limited Edition 
Released

▪ Unreal AR Social Alpha Released
▪ Unreal Virtual Real Estate Alpha 

Released 
▪ Listed on major exchanges
▪ 1 million community building

Fall 2022

Winter 2022
Game NFT-based figure 
business  Game NFT-based 
financial platform

▪ Build a 10 million community  
Over 10 million app downloads

▪ Collaboration launch show 
with various brands

▪ Dozens of games integrated 
social platform gambling 
platform

* Vision: Listed on NASDAQ in 2025



SMETA Token DistributionSMETA token information

10%

10%

10%

10%

35%

15%

10%
Future Development (locked for 2
years)

Masternode (locked for 1 year)

Private Sale (locked for 1 year)

Celebrity Reward (locked for 1
year)

Ecosystem (operated for 10 years,
average 3.5% per year)

Team and Founders (locked for 1
year)

Marketing (locked for 6 months)

** Tokens expected to be in circulation for the first year: 13.5%~18.5%

2 billionTotal Supply

ERC20Platform

10% of Total SupplyCelebrity 
Rewards

PROOF OF STAKEAlgorithm

In-game P2E rewardsAPPLICATION



StarkMeta Decentraland Sandbox Axie Infinity Enjin Coin Gala Game Immutable X

Market Cap $1B $7B $15B $26B $2B $17B $9B

Game Release ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

Metaverse city ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Power by unreal engine ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

VR exhibitions, galleries, 
museums ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

AR NFT Social App ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Metaverse gambling
(Casino, poker, golf, horseback riding, 
racing)

✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Maximum Supply ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓



THANK YOU


